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A digital roadmap to launch Alibaba Cloud in international markets
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Summary
China’s largest public cloud service provider, Alibaba Cloud engaged TO THE NEW to conceive and define a
comprehensive digital roadmap to launch Alibaba Cloud in international markets. We implemented a 360 degree digital
strategy encompassing competitive research, market analysis, user experience design, content marketing and paid
campaigns to position Alibaba as a thought leader in the cloud industry.

About the Client
Alibaba Cloud is a business of Alibaba Group, one of the world’s
largest e-commerce companies. It is the largest public cloud service
provider in China and the 4th biggest web hosting provider in the

Highlights
Indepth competitive research
and market analysis

world. Alibaba Cloud provides a comprehensive range of cloud
services which offer cutting edge technologies across computing,
database, networking, security and storage.

Expert UI/UX design and
development

Alibaba was looking to expand its operations and enter
international markets including the lucrative Indian market.
Alibaba chose TO THE NEW as a trusted digital technology partner
to revamp their digital presence web properties, marketplace and

360 degree content marketing
program

user console in order to cater to the international audience.

SEO audit and ongoing
optimization

Connect with us

Transformation Journey
We defined a bespoke digital transformation strategy for Alibaba Cloud. A complete digital overhaul and a
comprehensive content marketing strategy helped position Alibaba as a thought leader in the Cloud industry.
The transformation process started with mapping the user journeys to understand the global audience and
creating a rich, engaging experience on multiple channels.
Experience Design
Our user centered design process were more focused on mapping the user journey helping them analyze
the international market. Our team of expert user experience architects developed personas and user flows
to create engaging interfaces. Usability testing and iterative development helped us create optimized, user
friendly designs.

360 degree content marketing strategy
Content Creation: We developed content with a clear, concise messaging for the web properties of Alibaba
Cloud. An editorial calendar was put in place and we developed informational articles in the form of blogs,
whitepapers and ebooks to attract and engage customers in all stages of the buying journey.
Content Repurposing: Our content specialists and subject matter experts curated and developed engaging
assets such as infographics, gif banners, informative videos, cue cards and a lot more. These content pieces
helped Alibaba boost its online presence.
Content Optimization : We provided comprehensive SEO services including an internal SEO audit, detailed
keyword research, onpage/offpage optimization and link analysis. Our experts developed optimized content
pieces and applied professional whitehat SEO techniques.
Content Distribution and Analytics: Creating content wasn’t just enough. We also needed to distribute the
content assets across various channels and platforms to drive leads and enhance the brand visibility of Alibaba
Cloud in global markets. Engaging social media creatives helped increase the follower base across various
platforms. Detailed analytics helped us to develop the content calendar of next month.

Execution of various special initiatives
Startup Partner Program: Initiated Startup Partner Program to provide cloud related technical trainings to
potential startups; promoted Alibaba Cloud Coupons with offers and discounts on digital platforms.
Paid Product Marketing: Our search marketing experts developed various promotional discount coupons and
distributed it to a network of affiliate websites. This helped them to generate qualified B2B leads and increase
the visibility of their products as well as solutions.
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